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Abstract. Too much information kills information. This common statement applies to huge databases, where state of the art search engines may retrieve hundreds of very similar documents for a precise query.
In fact, this is becoming so problematic that Novartis Pharma, one of the leaders
of the pharmaceutical industry, has come up with the somewhat odd request to
decrease the precision of their search engine, in order to keep some diversity in
the retrieved documents.
Rather than decreasing precision by introducing random noise, this paper describes ELISE, an Evolutionary Learning Interactive Search Engine that interactively evolves rewriting modules and rules (some kind of elaborated user profile)
along a Parisian Approach[12].
Additional documents are therefore retrieved that are related both to the domains
of interest of the user and to the original query, with results that suggest of lateral
thinking capabilities.
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Introduction

The ever-growing size of document collections available over the internet or within
intranets of large companies makes any complete human indexation impossible. Retrieving information from such a mass of documents can almost exclusively be done by
automated search systems.
These systems need to browse over a “document landscape” in order to find relevant
information. As such, they need to be provided with a goal (what must be found) and a
basic topology of the search space (how to go get it).
The analysis of the goal definition (the query) must be accurate and precise in order
to produce usable results. To simplify interpretation, query formulation often suppresses
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grammatical structure, replacing it with boolean boolean operators: “this notion AND
NOT that one”. This improves accuracy, at the cost of limited expressivity.
Unfortunately, due to user and language specificities, interpretation is not unambiguous. The same words can be associated with distinct meanings in some jargons 2.
However, state of the art search engines make wonders and manage to find documents matching the request with impressive precision. Unfortunately, information in
documents sets has a generally high level of redundancy, meaning that many similar
papers are retrieved.
ELISE tries to circumvent this problem, by evolving information treatment strategies specific to a sub-task of the search, on a per-user basis. These strategies are the
result of an on-line evolutionary process, using input from the user to design queryrewriting routines adapted to a topic or a document subset.
This paper presents the specifications of the problem that motivated this research
(section 3), the factors constraining its solutions (section 4), the explored solutions (section 5) and the description of their technical implementation (section 7). An analysis of
the results obtained on a public domain benchmark (the CFD test set) gives the basis of
a reflexion on the form several important aspects of GP take in this experiment (section
8). This leads to a conclusion on the unusual and new aspects of this application, paving
the way to future developments (section 9).
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Fig. 1. Functional interaction in modern search systems: query expansion is based on a thesaurus.
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In this context, jargon means a semantic subset shared by a group of users. Note that some
words may only exist in specific jargons, conveying distinct meanings, and not in any “mainstream” language.

2 Conventional search systems
Boolean search engines simply retrieve texts that correspond exactly to the query. Looking for “text AND mining” will exclusively retrieve documents that contain both words.
Such a query may therefore come up with texts on ore mining as well as texts on data
mining, providing that the word “text” appears in the document.
However, texts related to “text mining” that do not contain both words will not be
selected, even though the user might find interest in them. In order to minimise the adverse effects of this way of exploiting queries, it is possible to perform what is called
a query expansion: instead of using all words of the query at their “face value,” advanced search engines replace them by a list of candidate synonyms, in order to collect
all the possible senses of each word and broaden the search. Synonyms are obtained
from a thesaurus [17]: a human-compiled dictionary of synonyms. The next step is a
very classical document retrieval process, using word indexes or database requests, followed by the ordering and display of retrieved documents. This results in a three-stages
architecture, on the model of figure 1.
This method generally improves results over the direct processing of a user-formulated
boolean query, even though it does not even attempt to associate some sense to a set of
words.
With such a strategy, it is very probable that all concerned documents will be found,
but at the cost of “diluting” relevant references in hundreds of pieces of irrelevant information. In technical terms, the recall rate is high, at the expense of precision, as shown
in figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Recall rate and Precision : if the desired set of returned documents, i.e. the target, is known,
the recall rate is the proportion of returned documents that match the target with respect to the
total size of the target. The precision is the proportion of relevant documents in the document set
returned by the system.

Selecting a particular sense for each word of the query would return more specific
documents. This can be done for instance by selecting a particular set of synonyms to
be used for this word. However, there is no automatic way of doing this. Some attempts

at interactive query refining, using this method (see [55]), have proved their efficiency,
but remain of rather tedious use.
2.1 Architecture and capabilities of modern search engines
Most modern search engines feature advanced capabilities in semantic expansion. This
is a highly desirable feature in any search engine, and one that is well mastered by the
users. But, to be of any use, it requires adapted thesauri, produced over several years by
teams of experts and needing constant updates.
These search engines often double as document database systems, capable of unifying different databases, building and updating extensive document indexes quickly and
efficiently, and tracking document sources for updates. These characteristics are well
accepted and supported by the administrators of knowledge management solutions.
Most of them, through the use of heuristic mecanisms honed down to macth the
specificities of the document sets, reach wery high levels of measurable performance.
Mainstream systems will reach a precision of 90%, though recall rates are much more
variable, depending on the data: between 20% and 80%, the later on well-categorized
and formatted document collections. Tailored search system will top these performances
on a restricted set of documents, as seen in some of the TREC evaluations ([52] for instance), while testing for robust retrieval sees this rates plumetting, with around 80%
recall rate and 10% precision, as seen in [53].
Overall, high retrieval capabilities are an integral part of modern text-retrieval systems, but do not endow state of the art search engines with imagination and adaptability.
Indeed, implementing and evaluating techniques that target document “value” for
the user is, at best, tricky. Documents that satisfies most of the systematic relevancy
criterions used in mainstream search engines, by being strongly correlated with search
terms, will also most probably contain little new information. Conversely, documents
that present radically new concept associations will not be identified as relevant, since
no convergence will be detected in their semantic components. Those search systems
are thus very good at presenting the user with what he/she already knows.
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Aim of this research

Rather than asking the user to provide a precise sense definition for all words, the principle behind ELISE is to develop some kind of user profiling to specialise the engine
for each user. This lets the system expand the set of retrieved documents to texts that
are of interest to each particular user. Moreover, this makes available filtering criteria
that can not be defined by a textual formulation, such as document structure, source or
density. Some of these criteria were previously made available by search engine through
specialized operators, making for more complex query syntaxes.
ELISE aims at providing these refinements over a simple boolean text query in an
effortless and adaptative way, by analysing users’ behaviour along the whole query
process.
This research, albeit exploratory, takes place in an industrial context, where technical imperatives (practicality and efficiency on a large scale, as well as distributed access
and the need for server-side processing) need to be kept in mind:

Description of the databases The described search system is intended to operate on
a set of medical databases that contains several millions of documents for a volume of
several tera-bytes [55].
Different domains are covered, meaning that the search engine cannot afford to be
too specialised.
Typical user Users are typically scientific engineers, researchers or practitioners in
many different specialised fields such as chemistry, biology, genetics, etc, and managers
or financial advisors deciding policies in these areas.
Testing and evaluation This algorithm is not designed to replace, but to be grafted
onto state of the art conventional search engines, meaning that in terms of recall rates,
the presented system will be at least as good as the best available search engines.
The original goal of this research is therefore not to increase recall rate or precision,
but to provide user-dependent text-retrieval capabilities that would promote “creativity,”
in the sense that the enhanced system should be capable of retrieving documents that
may only be remotely related to the query, but that are yet of interest to the particular
user that produced the query.
Such documents may or may not be retrieved by classical engines, as they do not
really correspond to the specifications of conventional search engines.
The goal of this research is therefore somehow orthogonal to what usual engines
have been trying to do up to now (maximising recall rates and precision). It therefore
makes sense to consider the presented system as an addition to conventional search
engines, as the added information provided by the system is not of the same type as the
information provided by those engines.
Such a goal amounts to trying to maximise user satisfaction upon usage of the “enhanced” search engine. This quantity is obviously user-dependent, and no benchmark
can exist to rate it. ELISE can only fulfill its goal if it is versatile enough to be able to
maximise nearly any requirements of the user.
Unfortunately, standard text-mining benchmarks, such as the CFD [7] or the TREC
[51] are only capable of telling which documents among the database contained in the
benchmark should be retrieved by a specific query, therefore only allowing to compute
the recall rate and precision of the query result.
Automatic tests performed with these benchmarks can therefore only provide information about the capacity of ELISE to adapt to its context, mesured by its recall rate,
compared to a purely boolean search engine, as detailed in section 8.
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Designing an adaptive user-dependent query processing system

Such a system must integrate with document database systems, interact with users over
a client-server model, make use of remote, asynchronous resources (databases, thesauri), . . . All of these constraints tend to promote a modular, data-flow-oriented architecture. According to this, the algorithm will be described in terms of information flow
and processing steps.

4.1 Tailoring search engines to users specificities
The first element of information being available in a transaction (i.e. all the steps from
a user’s query until the reply) is the query itself, that can therefore be considered as the
starting point of the processing chain.
A simple idea to achieve user-dependent processing while retaining capabilities of
underlying search engines, consists simply in transforming the original query into another, maybe more complex, and pass directly this processed query to the search engine.
However, producing user-tailored transformations, without any prior information is
impossible. A user profile must be elaborated from the user’s behaviour. This implies
being able to observe the reactions of the user to the results that are presented to him
after a query.
Such intelligence could be gathered by asking the user to rate the pertinence of retrieved documents on a predetermined scale. A more elegant solution consists in spying
the behaviour of the user: the main purpose of this algorithm being to retrieve documents, determining which ones are actually viewed by the user can be considered as a
reasonably reliable indication of the user’s interest in those proposed. A rating of the
pertinence of the proposed documents can therefore be determined transparently, just
by keeping track of which documents were selected by the user.
This leads to a 3 steps information processing loop:
1. Using a user-profile to process an incoming query.
2. Performing a search in the document database with the new query and presenting
the result list to the user.
3. Integrating documents consultations from this list to update the user profile.
In practice, the second step is handled by the underlying search engine (boolean
search engine for tests, state of the art search engine for the real-world system).
4.2 Methods to build user profiles
The simple method proposed above can be extended by replacing the query expansion
phase of classical search engines by a query processing phase, with processing rules
learnt from user input.
The resulting structure is essentially close to that of conventional search systems,
therefore allowing to reuse most of the existing software tools and database formats. In
addition, deciding which sense to give to a particular word in the query can be done on
a per-user basis, provided that the system keeps track of the idendity of the user. This
leads to figure 3.
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Evolving processing rules with Interactive Parisian EAs

Methods allowing a system to learn how to process a given query into another one, without any kind of a-priori information, are very few. Evolutionary Algorithms (among
which Genetic Programming) are good candidates, as they only need a fitness function
that can simply be provided by user satisfaction.
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Fig. 3. Functional interaction in a learning search system: the machine learning stage performs
an adaptation of the system to a specific user.

An Evolutionary Algorithm can be used to evolve a profile, made of a set of transformation rules. These would be used to process queries, extracting requests to be passed
to a classical search engine from the original user query.
More precisely, the proposed solution is based on an “Interactive Parisian Evolutionary algorithm” paradigm [12], which would acts as a user-specific adaptive learning
component on top of a classical query processing system.
5.1 Evolutionary Algorithms for document retrieval
Information retrieval, document retrieval, web-mining and information filtering are closely
related research fields. In these fields, EAs have been considered as attractive optimisation tools: GP have been used for information filtering [64], and EAs have been used in
several ways [28, 37]:
– Search and retrieval, [28] for web-document retrieval (to learn the weights of HTML
tags).
– Query optimisation, queries modification [62],
– Document representation, document indexing [22, 58, 57], ranking [28], tuning of
the weights of retrieved keywords [24], dependence modelling.
– Classification, on which a lot of research has been conducted, [6] and feature selection for document classification [54, 63] (to find optimal feature subsets).
EAs are preferably used off-line, due to their generally high computational cost.
They are mainly used as tools for data pre- or post-processing [19, 20]. Only few ap-

proaches are based on interactive implementations, like [15] which examines the nature
of interactive querying and retrieval and uses an EA in Query-by-Browsing.
Personalising On-Line Information Retrieval systems or interfaces has been also
considered as an important feature. For example [59] considers the problem of extracting pertinent informations: users have difficulties in specifying their interest, which
therefore changes in the course of time, leading to subjective ratings representing their
state of mind. The solution proposed is based on an EA with a monitoring module, that
records all activities of the user. The behaviour of the user is modelled by way of a
classifier system so that future actions can be predicted on the basis of past experience.
ELISE uses a more “pragmatic” approach, using the cost-efficient Parisian Approach [2] and interactive EAs to specialise existing search engines with evolved user
profiles. With one generation per query, time spent in the evolutionary algorithm is not
apparent for the human user. High efficiency is obtained through the Parisian paradigm,
where the whole population, made of short processing rules, is the solution, i.e the user
profile.
5.2 The Parisian EA paradigm
Interactive Evolution is now an attractive research topic, with many applications in various domains (an overview of this vast topic can be found in [47]). Actually, interaction
with humans raise several problems, mainly linked to the “user bottleneck” [39], i.e.
the human fatigue. Solutions have to be found in order to avoid systematic and boring
interactions [39, 47, 1], for example by reducing the size of the population and the number of generations, by choosing specific models to constrain the research in a-priori
“interesting” areas of the search space, or performing automatic learning (based on a
limited number of characteristic quantities) in order to assist the user and only present
to him the most interesting individuals of the population, with respect to previous votes
of the user.
The Parisian approach is another way to tackle this “user bottleneck” as it has been
designed to reduce computational costs while maintaining exploration capabilities and
genetic diversity. This approach has been designed relatively recently [12] and is actually a generalisation of the Michigan classifier systems approaches [21]. It is based on
the capability of an EA not only to push its best individual towards the global optimum,
but also to drive its whole population in attractive areas of the search space. The idea
is then to design a fitness landscape where the solution to the problem is given by the
whole population or at least by a set of individuals and not anymore by a single individual. Individuals do not encode a complete solution but a part of a solution, the solution
to the problem being then built from several “collaborating” individuals.
A Parisian population is a “society” which builds in common the solution that is
searched for. Of course, design of such algorithms becomes more complex than for a
direct conventional EA approach and the diversity of the population becomes a crucial
factor. Moreover, splitting the problem into interconnected subproblems is not always
possible.
However, when it is possible to do so, the benefit is great: a Parisian approach limits
the computational waste that occurs in classical EA implementations, when at the end
of the evolution, the whole final population is dumped except the best individual only.

Experiences and theoretical developments have proved that the EA gains more information about its environment than the only knowkledge of the position of the global
optimum. The Parisian approach tries to use this important feature of EAs.
A Parisian EA may have all the usual components of an EA, plus the following
additional ones:
– two fitness functions : a “global” one that is calculated on the whole population or
on a major portion of it (after a clusterisation process or elimination of the very bad
individuals, for example) and a “local” one for each individual, that measures how
much this individual contributes to the global solution.
– a distribution process at each generation that shares the global fitness (which represents the output of the system or the so-called interaction with the environment)
on the individuals that contributed to the solution (that is a part or even the whole
“local” fitness function),
– a diversity control scheme, in order to avoid trivial solutions where all individuals
are concentrated on the same area of the search space.
Developing a Parisian EA for interactive search tools is based on the fact that search
cannot be reduced only to an optimisation process: often users do not have precisely in
mind what they search for. The aim may fluctuate, users sometimes gradually build their
queries from an exploration. Innovation (diversity) is important, “user satisfaction” is
a very peculiar quantity, very difficult to measure and moreover to embed in a fitness
function.

6 Sense extraction: different tools for distinct contexts
Semantic analysis is essentially a tool to take educated decisions on sense choices.
Therefore, the way semantic tools are used in this algorithm depends primarily on the
type and amount of information that can be extracted from the context.
From now on, the term sense will refer to the consensual signification of a word and
meaning to the signification intended by the user. A set of synonyms can be associated to
each sense (from now on abbreviated as synset) that can be used equivalently to convey
the sense in a text. Obviously, a synset can contain several words and conversely a word
can bear several senses.
Moreover, a single word can point to several lexical forms, as for instance leaves,
that can either be the plural of leaf (n.), or the 3rd person of leave (vb.).
To simplify things, lexical forms will be considered as bearing senses. Dedicated
dictionaries of synonyms (thesauri) can provide, for each lexical form, a list of related
synsets.
6.1 On the use of fuzzy thesauri in query processing
A query is meant to convey, in a very small number of words (typically 2 to 10), the
description of a search topic. This puts the emphasis on individual senses and their relations. A thorough analysis of queries is therefore needed, implying a detailed sense

extraction (so that statistically rare senses are not overlooked) to pick out the interpretation most compatible with the search history.
The second step in query analysis would be to determine the relations between
query terms and to group them accordingly into topics. A local analysis of the query is
needed to obtain such information: the limited size of human short term memory makes
it unlikely to find a long distance between connected terms.
A basic approach to merge these two steps is to use synset correlation between close
terms. This very simple method works surprisingly well on classical queries. Generally,
a strong degree of redundancy appears, even on plain text. For instance, tests realized
with the WordNet [60, 61] English Language Thesarus and simple English text, shows
a 15-20% redundancy between name and adjective synsets in the same sentence or in
neighbour ones.
“Fuzzy” thesauri, associating a weight to each word in a synset, can be built recursively from classical thesauri, so as to provide a high level of connectivity. Moreover, the
weights —a measure of the specificity of a word to the sense designed by the synset—
actually improve the significance of the used correlations.
Different thesauri for different fields The use of specialised thesauri, often available
in technical and scientific domains, generally improves the search results when used
for related queries, since they are more precise and comprehensive on the field they are
specialised in.
Specific thesauri can be used at two levels: in rewriting rules, or directly in genetic
operators. A rewriting rule either uses the generic capabilities of a particular thesaurus
(that is, replacing all terms in a query by their synset according to this thesaurus) or
modifies a particular term in a way coded in this rule. Genetic operators modify the
query, mutating sub-rules or explicit terms, replacing one of these by another, from the
synset of the original term.
6.2 User interaction and information feedback
The fact that human users are variable and interested in different fields makes it difficult
for a rewriting algorithm to be robust, as a typical user will interleave queries on diverse
topics.
Fortunately, splitting the analysis task between multiple rules (as implied by the evolutionary framework described below), does not require a particular scheme to handle
the full complexity of the decision process, but merely to be able to determine whether
it could apply on the current query or not.
In the proposed architecture, user feedback is the controlling stage. It decides of the
pace and direction of evolution, through fitness calculation. As such, fitness analysis
and handling is a crucial point for the system to be efficient.
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ELISE: an Evolutionary Learning Interactive Search Engine

ELISE is based on an interactive EA, that evolves a “user profile” made of the whole
population of individuals (cf: Parisian approach). Interactions with the user are analysed
to improve the whole population (the profile) at each generation (see fig. 4).

The system has been designed to be transparent to the user. User queries are rewritten with the help of the user profile, then the database is searched with the set of rewritten queries and presented to the user as a list of documents, in the same way as any
usual search engine. Information about “user satisfaction” is collected as the number of
documents actually read by the user. This information is internally used by the EA as a
fitness function.
ELISE can be used as an improving mechanism on top of any kind of search engine.
The one used for experiments (see section 8) is SWISH++, [46], a basic public-domain
boolean search engine, without any semantic expansion nor stemming tool.
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Fig. 4. ELISE: A new query of the user is rewritten using rules generated from the user profile
(evolved by the EA). The rules produce a set of queries that are presented to the data base and
return results. The interaction with the user (viewed documents) is used to rate the rules and to
update the fitness of the modules of the profile. A new generation is then produced by the EA.

7.1 Encoding a profile in an EA population: genome and structure
As EA performance strongly depends on the adequation between the genotype and the
optimisation task to be performed —or, when applicable, the topology of the search
space— the instruction set must be finely tailored to the context of query rewriting,

calling for specific semantic tools, designed for an in-depth analysis of a short sequence
of words.
The profile, i.e. the EA population, is used to modify the query of the user. Several
possibilities have been considered as basic population components (Parisian approach):
1.
2.
3.
4.

evolving user-specific semantic networks (or thesauri),
evolving queries themselves,
evolving rewriting rules,
evolving smaller components of rewriting rules.

The first two choices would have implied some amount of off-line processing (limiting
real time interaction).
Experiments with earlier versions of ELISE have shown that the third item was not
a good choice: finding the right modification to apply to the query is too difficult a task
without hundreds of trials. The tests showed that the search space was too large to be
correctly sampled, resulting in at best random and at worst empty result sets.
Methods naturally used by human users when results are not good enough are generally the same, whatever the subject of the query. Users replacing terms by synonyms,
excluding uninteresting terms that appear too often in the result list, etc. This means
that even if a query is not related to the previous one, the refining methods evolved by
the user still apply.
The current ELISE system therefore tries to do the same: evolve methods that will
turn an original query into a better one, by evolving modules that will for instance
expand the first word into its synonyms, then intersect the result with synonyms of the
second word. A population of such small rewriting modules is evolved with the aim
of maximising the number of modules that correspond to rewriting techniques the user
likes most.
These small modules are then assembled into more complex rewriting rules in order
to modify a complete query.
This structure is typical of a Parisian approach in the sense that the very difficult
original problem (rewriting a complete query) is decomposed into interconnected subproblems that are much easier to solve.
Evolving modules The way small modules are coded has a strong impact on the efficency of the whole system. They need to inter-operate and their structure must allow
them to be recombined and mutated so that they can be optimised efficiently.
Constraints can be described as follows:
– A boolean query is essentially a tree, where terminals are query terms, and nodes
boolean operators.
– There is no theoretical limit to the complexity of such trees (i.e. depth) and as
common web search-engine practice reveals, no meaningful empirical limit either.
This implies that it must be possible to process arbitrarily large sets of data, meaning
that modelisations equivalent to finite automata (like tree-based codings used in GP) are
not general enough.

Theoretically, R ABIN automata (essentially, automata able to recognize infinite words
described by ω-rational expressions) should be enough, since the set of words recognized by the underlying search engine is finite [31, 30, 32]. But the size of the alphabets
involved would make it impractical.
Additionally, the requirements of genetic operators (mutation / crossover) must be
satisfied, as they need to operate on these program representations. In ELISE, this essentially means having a very lax coding structure, since it will be needed to cut and
merge program sections or change elements and still obtain valid codings.
Finally, a RPL (Reverse Polish Lisp) structure —a particular case of stack-based
languages— satisfies the constraint. It offers both the processing capabilities and a lax
enough structure to suit the need of ELISE. It is also close enough to classical tree
representations to make it possible to reuse an important part of the theoretical and
practical tools developed throughout the history of genetic programming.
7.2 OKit: A toolbox working on RPL structures
As the generality and description capacity of program codings is a common problem
in GP, a generic set of tools called OKit was developed to handle RPL structures, independently of the text-retrieval context [36]. In this representation, programs are lists,
containing either terminals or sub-lists. Two types of terminals are available:
1. Instructions, that take arguments and put back results on a stack.
2. Character strings, that are simply pushed onto the stack when the program is run.
In this representation, there is no difference between data (e.g. queries to be transformed) and program parts.
The drawback of a lax syntax is that, depending on the set of instructions, some
programs can not be guaranteed to run. However, evolutionary optimization has a wide
range of tools to deal with invalid individuals and allowing for such transgressions in
many cases actually benefits to the efficiency of optimisation algorithms.
Instruction set If the representation is general enough to be usable in most genetic programming cases, the necessary adaptation to the specificities of the problem lies mainly
in the creation of an appropriate set of instructions. While the basic stack operations
need to remain present in most applications (duplication or deletion of an element, list
operations...), a set of instructions able to operate on the particular data that is dealt
with is needed. In ELISE, this mainly consists in semantic operations (sense or concept lookups in a semantic network, returning sets of terms) and tree operations (since
queries have a tree structure).
Semantic instructions actually reflect the diverse flavours of term expansion that can
be based on a semantic network.
Tree operations consist of:
– conditionals, based on a particular value of the root node,
– splitting instructions, that can break a tree into subtrees,
– merging instructions, that join two subtrees into a single one with a given root node
value.

Moreover, it is possible to take advantage of the similar structure shared by data and
program code in this representation, by introducing mapping instructions, that will apply a list (i.e. program) on every node or every terminal, of a query. As this type of
instruction enlarges considerably the description space of the coding, which is also the
search space of the ELISE learning machine, mapping instructions should be used with
care.
7.3 Modules initialisation
Initialisation templates are used to create a minimal proportion of reasonable modules
(30%), the rest of the initial population being made of randomly generated modules.
Then, of course, artificial evolution takes over and the modules of the best rules are
rewarded through the fitness function.
7.4 Variation operators on modules
To produce a new module from two parents modules, mutations are performed on both
parents, after which a crossover is performed between them. A “migration” operator
(that tries to repair a possibly unfeasible module) is then applied to the result of the
crossover.
As explained earlier, a module is a program part. Even with the lax syntax that is
adopted, some of the modules fail to run. While keeping unfeasible individuals may
be seen as a reservoir of unexpressed genes, the occurrence of such individuals should
remain low.
Consequently, genetic operators must be designed so as to produce valid structures
most of the time. This means essentially taking into account instructions arity and input
types when doing mutations or crossover, as well as “repairing” discrepancies when
needed, by introducing extra arguments or ignoring others, as required to keep valid
signatures of input and output mutated or recombined instructions.
Therefore, three types of mutation operators are used, with distinct probabilities:
Local, intra-class mutation that replaces:
– a character string by another term connected to it in the semantic network that
is used,
– or an instruction by another with the same prototype (i.e. the same arity and
type signature).
Local, inter-class mutation that:
– changes an instruction into another, with a different prototype, repairing the
resulting module as above,
– or turns an terminal into another terminal of a different type altogether (i.e.
changing an instruction into a character string).
Global (structural) mutation that changes
– the structure itself of the module, by replacing an terminal by a list,
– or the opposite.
Following the same idea, two types of crossover are used:

A local version will not descend into sublists leaving them unchanged,
A global version will also apply a crossover in sublists when possible.
These crossovers rely on the same mechanisms as those used for bit strings (remember that modules are lists, too): cut points are positioned randomly along the two
parents lists and list sections are exchanged in alternance. One of the modified lists is
then taken as result of the crossover.
In order to keep a low proportion of invalid individuals, a migration operator is
added to the usual mutation and crossover operators, that actually repairs the most obvious incompatibilities in the module, thus bringing it closer to the set of feasible individuals. This is generally enough to ensure that the individual will be usable in most
cases.
7.5 Examples
Example of modules :
[ «VOCGEN» "metabolic disorder" «VOCSYN» «#AND» ]
[ [ «SPLIT» "acetic acid" «VOCGEN» «#AND» «#OR» ] «IFOR» ]

Initially, the original user query is placed on top of the stack. In Reverse Polish
Notation, the first module gets interpreted as follows :
– VOCGEN: generalises all the terms of the query.
– “metabolic disorder”: Pushes the term “metabolic disorder” on top of the
stack.
– VOCSYN: finds synonyms for what is on top of the stack, i.e. “metabolic disorder.”
– #AND: restricts the generalisation of the terms of the query to those that also are
synonyms of “metabolic disorder”, meaning that only documents containing synonyms of “metabolic disorder” will be retrieved.
As for the second one:
– [ : grouping operator meaning we are entering a subroutine.
– SPLIT: cuts the original query in two parts, separating the two operands of the
higher boolean operator. The stack now contains two subqueries that were the
operands of the top operator that has been removed.
– “acetic acid”: Pushes the term “acetic acid” on the stack.
– VOCGEN: Generalises the item on top of the stack (i.e. “acetic acid” in this case).
– #AND: Restricts the scope of the second operand of the operator removed by the
SPLIT to documents containing generalisations of “acetic acid.”
– #OR: Group the new modified second operand with the orginal first operand using
an OR.
– ] : Closes the subroutine, that will now appear on top of the stack.
– IFOR : Applies the above subroutine to the query, if and only if its top operator is
an OR.

Examples of mutations A mutation of the first module is for instance:
[ «VOCGEN» "paramyxoviridae infections" «VOCSYN» «#AND» ]
This particular result was obtained with a semantic operation on the “metabolic disorder” terminal.
Another mutation, on the second module, has given:
[ [ «SPLIT» "acetic acid" «VOCGEN» «#OR» ] «IFAND» ]
This is a result of replacing instructions inside their class, as well as removing the AND
operator.
In this case, the scope restriction introduced by the AND operator has been replaced
by a scope generalisation, meaning that documents containing “acetic acid” or any of
its generalizations will also be retrieved.
Then, the two operands that have been split are not grouped any more, since an
operator has disappeared. When the group is exited with the ], two subqueries are on
the stack: the second operand that has been modified, and the unmodified first operand
of the original query.
Finally, this new mutated module will now operate only on queries featuring an AND
as top operator.
Example of a crossover A crossover between both mutated modules could read:
[ [ «SPLIT» "acetic acid" «VOCGEN» «#OR» ] «IFAND» «VOCSYN» «#AND» ]
The result is a module that will perform all the operations described above, to which
synonyms of all the terms of the second operand are added before it is grouped with the
unchanged first operand with an AND operator.
7.6 Assembling modules into rewriting rules for profile evaluation
The initialisation step is important in order to provide reasonable answers, even with an
initial non-evolved user profile.
Therefore, the more complex rules built from the modules presented above use a
set of templates that perform various plausible combinations of two or three modules
via the set of boolean operators available in the underlying search engine (for example
“AND,” “OR,” “NO” and maybe “NEAR” or “LIKE”, as well as “VOCSYN”, “VOCGEN” and others).
Modules are chosen with a stochastic selector (tournament) in order to favour the
expression of good modules in the derived rules.
Example:
[ @ @ «#AND» ]
[ @ «VOCSYN» ]
@ stands for a selected module. The first template groups two modules together
with the “AND” operator, while the second one creates a synonym expansion
of a module.

In the results presented below, 50 rules are created, that retrieve 50 different sets of
documents. The untouched original query is also added to these rules so as to be sure
that the system is really an addition to the basic search engine.
The problem is now to efficiently use the meager pieces of information collected
from the interaction with the user. The situation is typically that of a low feedback, the
only information available being which and how many documents have been viewed
by the user. In the Parisian Approach paradigm, there are two fitness functions: a
global one, corresponding to the global evaluation (number of viewed documents, for
instance), and a local fitness function (fitness of each module).
The current proposed solution is to associate two counters (Cretrieved and Ccount )
to each module of the population. The results presented below use the CFD benchmark (see section 8 below), which allows to determine the precision and recall rate for
each query. These quantities are translated into a bonus that is worth Recall_rate +α∗
Precision.
As the algorithm keeps track of which module is used in which rule that retrieved
which document the calculated bonus is added to the Cretrieved counter of the modules
that participated in the production of interesting documents, while their corresponding
Ccount counter is incremented by 1 whenever they have been used to construct a rule.
The fitness of each module is therefore the Cretrieved /Ccount ratio, measuring the
mean efficiency of the module when it is used.
7.7 Engine parameters
As is often the case in the Parisian Approach paradigm, elitism is quite massively used,
in the sense that a significant part of the population (the 70% top ranked modules) is
transmitted unchanged to the next generation. These 70% best modules represent the
core of the user profile that must not change quickly.
Mutation and crossover rates used for the generation of the 30% remaining modules
are respectively set at 30% (per gene) and 80% (per individual). The typical module
population size is 50.

8

Tests and Results

Tests presented in this section have been performed automatically on the Cystic Fibrosis Database (CFD)[7], using a basic boolean search engine (SWISH++ [46]). The
semantic operators are based on a medical oriented thesaurus: MeSH [33].
Automatically testing such an interactive system is of course extremely difficult
(especially with respect to the “user satisfaction” quantity). However, an automatic test
remains interesting in the sense that it allows to gather statistics rather easily. The CFD
benchmark consists of 1239 documents published from 1974 to 1979 discussing a specific topic (cystic fibrosis aspects). A set of 100 queries exists, that come along with the
relevant documents that should be retrieved by each query.
Therefore, the global recall rate and precision of the system can be precisely measured by comparing the returned document set to the documents that should have been
retrieved.
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Fig. 5. Cumulated mean recall rates of the underlying boolean search engine (dashes), of ELISE
(solid line), and of ELISE for queries for which the underlying search engine returns no answer
(dots).

8.1 Search performance
Figure 5 presents three curves: The bottom one is the cumulated mean recall rate of the
basic search engine (SWISH++) on the original query, showing that in average, searches
made on the words of the query only retrieve 10% of the documents that should have
been found.
The top curve is the cumulated mean recall rate of ELISE. After some hesitations
corresponding to the initial learning stage, ELISE is capable, after 18 queries only, of
finding around 40% of the interesting documents. This percentage keeps rising up to
45% at the end of the test of 140 queries, (i.e. 140 generations of the Parisian EA).
The most interesting curve is however the middle one, that shows the recall rate of
ELISE on the queries on which SWISH++ retrieved no relevant document.
This curve somehow represents the added value of the ELISE system over a boolean
search engine. The relevant documents that have been found were retrieved only thanks
to the modules and rewriting rules of the ELISE system.
The fact that this curve is rising shows that positive evolution takes place in the
modules. If the modules had evolved randomly without learning a user profile (interested in CFD, in this case), the curve would have looked flat, like the bottom curve of
the SWISH++ boolean search engine.
Figure 6 presents the same set of cumulated mean curves showing precision.
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Fig. 6. Cumulated mean precision of the underlying Boolean Search Engine (dashes), of ELISE
(solid line), and of ELISE for queries for which the BSE returns no answer (dots).

The top curve is now that of the boolean search engine. On the contrary of recall rate
(that was very poor as the BSE only retrieves documents that contain all words of the
query) precision is quite high as it is unlikely that documents that are totally unrelated
to the query will contain all the words of the query.
The middle curve is that of ELISE, which provides a much lower precision than
the basic seach engine. This behaviour was expected, since queries have been rewritten
specifically in order to decrease precision in favour of diversity in the retrieved documents.
The bottom curve now corresponds to the precision of the ELISE system for queries
on which the boolean search engine returned no answer (i.e. on which the query was so
badly formulated that no interesting document contained all words of the query). The
fact that this curve is lower than that for which the query is better formulated shows
that ELISE does not return documents at random based solely on its evolved modules.
Better formulating a query does indeed give a better precision, even with the complex
ELISE rewriting system.
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the best and mean fitness of the modules. Interestingly enough, the mean fitness does not increase until generation 40. Some of the
best modules of the final population (after 140 generations) are detailed and explained
below.
[ «_DATA_» "artery, ciliary" «#OR» ]
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the fitness of the modules : best individual (dashes) and mean fitness for the
whole population(solid line).

Returns documents obtained from the original query, plus documents about
“ciliary arteries.” This is a generalisation (extension of the scope) of the original query.
[ «#NOT» "ananase" «SPLIT» ]
Performs a search for documents about “ananase,” while ignoring the original
query (!)
[ «_DATA_» "arteries, ciliary" «#AND» ]
Among documents obtained from the original query, this module returns only
those about “ciliary arteries.” This is a restriction of the original query.
[ «_DATA_» "artery, ciliary" «VOCGEN» ]
Performs a search for documents having to do with “ciliary arteries” or generalisations of this concept, in the set of documents returned by the original
query.
[ «_DATA_» "dayto anase" «#OR» ]

Performs a search for documents about “dayto anase,” and appends them to
those returned by the original query.
[ «SPLIT» "bromelain" «#VOID» ]
Uses the implicit operator of boolean search engines (that is, generally a loose
“and”) to restrict the scope of the right part of the original query (i.e. at the
right of the root boolean operator).
Evolved terms used in these modules seem to be in connexion to the CFD topic,
while not being mentioned in the 140 queries that were submitted to ELISE.
The evolved modules, along with the submitted queries, have been shown to Thierry
Prost, medical practicioner. His analysis is the following:
The terms present in the modules of the ELISE system after 140 generations
contain in particular a whole set of enzymes (ananase, dayto anase, traumanase, bromelains, etc) used in various pathologies as anti-inflammatory
agents. This set draws the attention to:
1. the use of enzymes in the cystic fibrosis-like pancreatic substitute, to compensate for the malabsorption due to the attack of this organ by the disease,
2. and to the therapeutic role played in the fluxing of bronchial secretions
—even if in this case, they are of other enzymatic kinds.
The absence of recent work indexed in Medline on these particular enzymes
(no relevant references found after 1997) is probably due to the old age of the
base having been used for the tests.
If the relationship with the term “ciliary arteries” and its derivatives is less
obvious and straightforward (hypothesis: ocular arterial disease is frequent in
diabetes, itself frequent in cystic fibrosis) this type of approach has the merit to
give hints and tracks of reflexion to the practitioner or researcher and to draw
attention to ignored aspects of the studied pathology.
Because of the sheer mass of indexed data, this step is indeed quite original and
very much complementary to the traditional output of search engines which aim
more at drawing up inventories of fixtures of current knowledge or recent work,
rather than to open new fields of research.
This analysis seems to show that the ELISE system hosts unexpected keywords in
its modules, that might potentially provide lateral thinking capabilities to conventional
search engines.
8.2 Evolutionary behaviour
Using the Parisian evolutionary paradigm allows ELISE to be efficient with a very simple architecture. Emphasis has been made on tailoring genetic operators for the dedicated task of evolving programs. In particular, shielding emergent structures from disruptive evolutionary effects, exploring variations around performant modules have been
prevalent in the conception of these operators.
However, the genetic engine itself has been kept very simple, and does not make use
of the numerous schemes elaborated to counter some drawbacks of genetic programming. Analysing the evolutionary behaviour of ELISE during the experiments on the
CFD (cf. below) show that most of these do not appear in this context.

Diversity The notion of distance between individuals is very difficult to implement,
particularly so in interactive evolution. The design of the ELISE prototype has therefore
let aside any consideration of diversity management, that can be implemented using
techniques such as niching or sharing.
In most EA applications, evolution will tend to duplicate (with insignificant variations) the best individuals to fill the population. When mutation remains a “local”
operator (i.e. mutated offspring remain close from their ascendants) this can slow down
considerably, or even freeze, the evolution.
This effect can be limited easily in the Parisian paradigm. The local fitness can be
easily tailored to include a proximity penality.
If this proximity information originates in a genotypic comparison, it provides an
easy implementation of sharing techniques in the Parisian context. However, a phenotypic comparison can also be used. In ELISE, this would lead to comparing returned
document sets at each query, and integrating the distance between these sets for each
module into its fitness.
Comparing the semantic content of modules and queries in the CFD set shows that
modules are specialized to handle subsets of queries, related to particular topics. For
a given query, modules that are not specific will receive a very small reward at this
generation. As a consequence, it is likely that they will not be selected to create children,
even if there is a good chance they are kept in the next generation.
This can be seen practically by analysing the respective age of the best individuals,
and the length of their bloodlines. High fitness individual are generally young, and have
short bloodlines. High fitness is thus very temporary, but medium fitness individuals,
that remain longer in the populations, mecanically receive lower rewards. This ensures
they do not fill the population, allowing creative individuals to emerge.
This variability limits the need for diversity management techniques in the evolutionary engine.
8.3 Code growth and redundancy
Bloat is often considered as a plague of variable-length genome approaches. An alternate interpretation in GP presents introns as necessary buffers to protect emergent
structures from evolutionary damage.
In any case, bloat and introns are often subject to a careful analysis in GP applications. However, tests on ELISE show that bloat does not appear, whatever evolutionary
parameters were chosen. In fact, an analysis of the largest individuals whenever they
appeared showed that most of them where “infeasible” individuals, that would not run
on most of the queries they had to process.
In ELISE, combining the natural penality against infeasible individuals and global
operators thus leads to an implicit penality against large individuals. While not forbidding explicitely arbitrarily large individuals, this has the effect of limiting code growth.

9 Conclusion and future work
This papers shows that it is possible to use evolutionary techniques to refine search engines in the framework of scientific publications related to medecine, biology and bio-

chemistry. The tests presented in this paper above a basic boolean search engine show
that the system is able to adapt (improve its recall rate) and discover new associations.
This work has been driven by tests on relevant benchmarks. However, due to the
eminent user-related nature of the fitness function, only real-world testing will shed
light on parts of the system that should be modified or upgraded.
Real-size experiments will be conducted soon on real databases with a more efficient underlying search system at Novartis-Pharma (Ulix search engine, [55]). Conditions will therefore be quite different from test benches, and hopefully user feedback will be of good enough quality to guide future developments. The present system
must therefore be open and versatile enough so that modifications do not require drastic
changes in the structure of the algorithm.
Many things remain to be done, even though ELISE is already a functional prototype:
Diversity control A major component of Parisian approaches, which once again appears as crucial in the test presented in this paper, is the diversity control of the
population of modules. It is based on a sensible measurement of the distance between individuals with respect to the problem and keeping in mind the computational cost.
This point has been temporarily simulated in the current implementation by artifically increasing probabilities of operators that usually increase genetic diversity.
However this problem has to be considered carefully for the real-life experiments
to come.
Level of abstraction Until now, methods have been suggested to improve information
processing with EAs under the assumption that this information was only of a quantitative nature, directly convertible into fitness. However, since the system deals
with texts and senses, document and query analysis provides essentially semantic
information.
This “higher level” intelligence could also be used to steer the evolution toward
regions of interest, as determined by the analysis of the document-to-query relation.
Several experiments using symbolic information to steer the evolution have proved
highly successful (for instance [40, 13, 34, 41, 45, 13, 40]). Most of these use this
information to alter the behaviour of genetic operators, putting forward particular
genetic constructs.
Thesauri To enlarge the semantic scope of genetic operators and instructions, multiple
thesauri should be used, like MeSH, but also EmTree[16] and WordNet [61] or even
dynamically built user specific and fuzzy thesauri.
For instance, a dynamic thesaurus, generated from the analysis of term relations
in queries and visited documents, could be used to determine term mutations in
the rules, favouring recently extracted terms over coordinated terms produced by
reference thesauri. To be exploited to full potential, this method will need much
fine-tuning.
Ranking and aggregation of results sets Right now, ELISE produces multiple queries
out of the single query written by the user. Therefore, several sets of documents are
retrieved by the underlying search engine for each query.
Results aggregation is therefore necessary, with the important task of producing a
relevant ordering for the final set that is presented to the user. Ordering is a de-

terminant part of user interaction [49], since users will seldom consult documents
beyond the first twenty.
Despite its importance, the current prototype of ELISE does not yet attempt to solve
this problem, as any test until now could only be conducted with machine-readable
benchmarks, where ordering is not taken into account.
Ordered sets resulting from the different queries passed to the search engine are
therefore simply interleaved, so that the best matches for each sets are presented to
the user.
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